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The paper presents the possibilities and a list of tasks that are solved by collaboration between research and
production companies, and astronomical observatories of Russia and Ukraine in the field of development,
modernization and equipping of various telescopes (the AMC, RTT-150, Zeiss-600 and quantum-optical system
Sazhen-S types) with advanced charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras. CCD imagers and ditital CCD cameras
designed and manufactured by the ‘Electron-Optronic’ Research & Production Company, St Petersburg, to equip
astronomical telescopes and scientific instruments are described.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Both telescope parameters and recording methods play an important role in the expansion of

the range of artificial and natural observed objects in the near-Earth and deep space, and in

particular those with a low intensity in the optical spectral band.
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2 DETECTORS AND DETECTING SYSTEMS

At present the majority of astrophysical and astronomical telescopes are equipped with

charge-coupled device (CCD) image sensors. A photosensitive CCD array offers significant

advantages over a photographic plate or photomultiplier; the observation of faint celestial

objects in various recording modes (drift scan, stare mode and combined mode), the large

dynamic range and the capability of digitizing the output signal all provide the possibility

of using different data-processing techniques and, as a result, improving the effectiveness

and accuracy. Two modes of the CCD operation are used in astronomical observations:

drift scan or time delay and integration mode, when detected objects move in the telescope

field of view, and stare mode, when the observed stars have a fixed position within the tele-

scope field view (under the condition that the angular movement of the telescope tube is

equal to the Earth’s diurnal rotation speed).

2.1 ‘Electron-Optronic’ Research & Production Company Charge-Coupled Devices

St Petersburg ‘Electron-Optronic’ Research & Production Company currently designs and

manufactures more than ten CCD models of different types for ultraviolet (UV)–visible–

near-infrared (IR) spectral bands (0.2–5.5 mm) (Vishnevsky et al., 2001).

The class of virtual phase CCDs, which is traditional for the company’s production line,

includes seven CCD models with formats from 386� 298 to 1300� 1225 pixels. They all

possess frame transfer organization and are made with the help of two-phase polycrystalline

silicon technology in the image section. These devices feature high UV (up to 25% at

250 nm) and overall (up to 65% at maximum) quantum efficiency, low photoresponse non-

uniformity (1.5–3%), and low readout noise figures (8–10 electrons rms at 1 MHz readout

rate). For the ISD-017AP CCD a readout rate of fewer than four electrons at 50 kHz has

been achieved.

Three-phase polycrystalline silicon CCDs are obtained by two devices with 512� 512 and

1024� 1024 formats. These devices have a fibre-optic input window and are intended for

direct coupling with the output screen of the image intensifier tube. The 512� 512 has

frame-transfer architecture, a 22 mm� 22 mm pixel, a quantum efficiency of up to 45% at

600 nm, 500� antiblooming and a full well of 350 000–400 000 electrons.

All CCDs are available both in a non-cooled version and in a Peliter-cooled version in gas-

filled vacuum-tight housings.

The company carried out research and development work on thinned CCDs for operation

in the electron-bombarded mode. Electron-bombarded CCDs of 520� 580 and of

1024� 1024 formats are available.

For the mid-IR imaging in the 3–5.5 mm spectral band, interline Schottky-barrier CCDs

with 256� 290 pixels are available, and 480� 320 devices are under development at the

moment.

2.2 S1C Charge-Coupled Device Cameras

In the field of the slow-scan digital CCD cameras a new-generation camera, namely the 14 bit

compact CCD camera of monoblock design S1C, has been developed and is manufactured in

small lots. This model features dual-mode (draft and fine) readout, variable CCD exposure

time (within the 1 ms–3000 s range) and a wide variety of image pre-processing built-in

functions.

778 G. I. VISHNEVSKY et al.
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The S1C series can be used for all-digital video signal processing (CDS, black-level

restoration, etc.). Camera operation and signal display are controlled with the help of

a personal computer (PC). The camera design consists of the monoblock

(100 mm� 80 mm� 90 mm) with a remote power supply unit. The basic interference to

the PC is serial; the distance to the PC is up to 15 m. The specialized PC interface adapter

used to connect the camera with the PC allows real-time image displaying.

The main performance characteristics of the S1C camera series are as follows:

(i) support of CCDs of different formats;

(ii) flexible control of the operation modes of CCDs;

(a) readout frequency range, 200 kHz–5 MHz;

(b) horizontal binning, up to 8�;

(c) vertical binning, up to 32�;

(d) different algorithms of CCDs dump;

(e) exposure time range, 1 ms–3000 s;

(f) trigger mode;

(g) drift scan mode;

(iii) synchronization of the CCD with the internal pulse light source;

(iv) two easily switched CCD readout modes;

(a) draft mode (read-out rate, 5 MHz;);

(b) fine mode (read-out rate, less than 1 MHz);

(v) dynamic range (depending upon the CCD model and readout mode), 4000–16 000;

(vi) CCD cooling system with the stabilized CCD temperature down to �40�C with the

accuracy not worse than 1�C; force-air circulation cooling of the Peltier-cooler hot-

plate;

(viii) optical interfaces with F and C mounts.

All cameras of the S1C series can be easily configured for different applications; the

choice of the image formats and CCD operation regimes (clock diagrams, operating voltages

levels and exposure time), as well as built-in functions of the image pre-processing can be

controlled from the PC continuously. Besides the basic set-up, parameters can be written

into the camera by default.

The cameras are implemented on the basis of the Analogue Devices 14 bit analogue-to-

digital converter (ADC) and reprogrammable Altera logic. The built-in Atmel microcontrol-

ler serves to control all camera modes of operation. The image processing is all digital.

The cameras of the S1C series do not have a built-in video buffer. The signal transmission

is fulfilled synchronously with the CCD readout. The data flow interface is of a serial type

based on FlatLink Ser=Des integrated circuits with LVDS drivers with a maximal data trans-

fer speed of 30 MBytes s�1.

The software is running under Windows
1

95=98 and provide the following:

(i) control of the camera operation parameters;

(ii) display of the image on the PC monitor (with adjustable zoom, brightness, contrast and

gamma);

(iii) saving of the images on the PC HDD;

(iv) image pre-processing functions: dark-field correction; flat-field correction; smear

correction; defects correction; digital automatic gain control (AGC); digital frame

integration; construction of sections and histograms; a low-level delay lock loop is

available.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COLLABORATION 779
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2.3 Sony ICX249AL Charge-Coupled Device Camera

A low-cost digital CCD camera has been developed on the basis of the Peltier-cooled

ICX249AL (Sony, Japan) for amateur astronomy. When the CCD chip is cooled �20 �C it

reduces the dark current drastically and, together with the CCD antiblooming capability,

allows the camera to have a wide range of exposure times (256 ms–20 min). Original design

of the housing allows us to use a two-stage Peltier cooler, which results in a temperature drop

of up to 60�C between the CCD chip and the ambient (Peltier-cooler consumption power, 5–

7 W). The CCD camera is especially effective when used to observe inactive and fixed

objects under low lighting levels.

The main camera specifications are given in Table I.

The software includes the following:

(i) camera operation control: exposure time, ADC mode, Peltier-cooler and fan control,

start of the integration and electrically erasable programmable read-only memory

control;

(ii) data readout into the PC;

(iii) display of the image with the possibility to switch between different fields;

(iv) horizontal profile of any line of the image superimposed on to the displayed image;

(v) frame difference calculation;

(vi) image capture into bit-map files;

(vii) calculation of the mean value and rms variation over any arbitrary image zone and

construction of histograms;

(viii) indication of the CCD chip and ambient temperatures;

(ix) customized software available.

2.4 Digital 12 bit Intensified Charge-Coupled Device Cameras

The company has developed and manufactured a new class of CCD cameras, namely digital

12 bit intensified CCD cameras for operation in a pseudotelevision mode (with a frame rate

up to 20 Hz) in the 10�4–10þ3 faceplate illuminance range with a digital AGC system. The

TABLE I Main Camera Specifications.

CCD imager Sony CCD ICX249AL mounted into vacuum-tight
gas-filled housing with a single-stage Peltier cooler
(two-stage Peltier cooler as an option)

Optical format 1
2

in (8 mm diagonal)
Effective number of pixels 752 (horizontal)� 582 (vertical)
Pixel dimensions 8.6mm (horizontal)� 8.3mm (vertical)
Scanning mode 2 : 1 interlaced with charge integration in one or two

elements
Exposure times 256ms–20 min with 256ms step (software controlled)
Frame readout time 0.16 s
Frame rate maximum 6 Hz
ADC resolution 12 bit
Readout noise <30 electrons rms
S=N ratio >58 dB (one-element integration mode)

>62 dB (two elements integration mode)
Camera control By the software via the COM port
Main PC interface Parallel
Data input Via the digital frame grabber (supplied with the

camera) installed into the PC interface slot

780 G. I. VISHNEVSKY et al.
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camera detector consists of a Gen II image intensifier with a 18 mm photocathode, directly

coupled via the fibre-optic plate with the 512� 512 CCD.

2.5 Modified TVC200ML Thermovision Charge-Coupled Device Camera

New modifications of the TVC200ML thermovision CCD camera for imaging in the 2–

5.5 mm spectral band are being developed. These cameras are based on the 256� 290

Schottky-barrier IR CCD. Detector cooling is attained with the help of the refilled liquid-

nitrogen cryostat with a hold time from 6 to 32 h. At present an IR CCD camera with a

Stirling-type CCD cooler is under development.

3 ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES AND INSTRUMENTS

Let us consider several astronomical instruments in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the

use of some products of the ‘Electron-Optronic’ Research & Production Company (Tab. II).

3.1 Nikolaev Axial Meridian Circle Instrument

This instrument was made in the Nikolaev Astronomical Observatory and began regular

observations in 1995 (Kovalchuk et al., 1997).

3.1.1 Performance Characteristics of the Axial Meridian Circle Instrument

These were as follows:

(i) main tube with an objective diameter of 180 mm and a focus distance of 2480 mm;

(ii) universal CCD camera (UCC) of the main tube; ISD017AP CCD imager (1040� 1160,

16 mm� 16 mm pixel); 100.33 pixel�1; FOV, 230 � 260 (Kovalchuk, 1999);

(iii) observation mode:

(a) drift scan; exposure time, 103 s; sec d; scan width in declination (d), 230;

(b) stare mode for the stationary objects in the FOV;

(iv) fixed autocollimator with an objective diameter of 180 mm and a focus distance of

12 360 mm; CCD camera with a FPPZ-13M CCD imager (256� 288; 24 mm� 32 mm

pixel); 000.40–53 pixel�1;

(v) drive: positioning accuracy �400;

(vi) automatic control system provides observations of about 7000 stars per hour in the

8.5–16 magnitude range.

The UCC made in the Nikolaev Astronomical Observatory will now be briefly described.

The UCC is a multimode digital CCD camera with a 16 bit ADC and low-noise perfor-

mances. The built-in thermostatically controlled generator provides a high stability of time

features of operating diagrams; therefore, the influence of environmental temperature

changes is eliminated. The application of ultralow-noise amplifiers, double-correlated sam-

pling and low frequency of the signal read-out allows us to minimize the noise of the camera.

The UCC operation and viewing of the video information is carried out with the help of a

computer. The camera consists of a mechanical module with a CCD chip and pre-amplifier,

remote control, processing block and the supply unit. A parallel interface with the computer

is used. The distance to the computer under the standard configuration is up to 20 m. The ISA

adapter is used for connection to the computer.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COLLABORATION 781
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TABLE II The Comparative Performance Characteristics of Several Telescopes Equipped with the same CCD Imagers of the ‘Electron-Optronic’ Research & Production Company.

Value for the following instruments

Parameter AMCa Zeiss-600c QOS Sazhen-Sd RTT150b

Design Refractor Reflector, Cassegrain Reflector, Cassegrain Reflector, Cassegrain
D (mm)
F (mm)

180
2480

600
7500

500
8200

1500
11,600

Installation Meridian Parallactic Parrallactic Parrallactic
CCD camera with ISD017AP

1040�1160 CCD (16� 16 mm2 pixel)
Universal CCD camera

1:0033 pixel�1
S1C Digital CCD camera

0:0044 pixel�1
S1C Digital CCD camera

0:0040 pixel�1
DinaCam CCD camera

0:0028 pixel�1

Mode Drift scan, stare Drift scan, stare Drift scan, stare Drift scan, stare
Stare mode, (exposure time t � 600 s)

FOVe

Magnitude
sf

230 � 260

11.0–16.0–17.5
0:0002�0:0004�0:0020

80 � 90

12:0�18:0�19:5
0:0001�0:000:2�0:0010

70 � 80

12:0�18:0�19:5
0:000:1�0:000:2�0:0010

50 � 50

14:5�19:5�21:0
0:00005�0:0001�0:000:5

Drift scan mode exposure time
t (sec),
mag:
sf

103
10:0�14:0�16:0
0:0002�0:0004�0:0020

37
10:0�15:0�17:0
0:0001�0:0002�0:0010

34
10:0�15:0�16:5
0:0001�0:0002�0:0010

22
11:0�16:0�17:5
0:00005�0:0001�0:0005

aAMC, axial meridian circle of the Nikolaev Astronomical Observatory (NAO), Ukraine.
bRTT150, Russian–Turkish telescope of the Turkish National Observatory.
cZeiss-600 of the Andrushivka Astronomical Observatory, Ukraine.
dQOS Sazhen-S, quantum-optical system of the National Center of Space Facilities Control and Test, Evpatoria, Ukraine.
eFOV, field of view indicated for the stare mode only; there are no restrictions on the right ascension for the drift scan mode.
fThe lower limit of the calculated accuracy is indicated for the maximal magnitude, and the best accuracy is for objects 1.5–2 magnitudes brighter.
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The main characteristics of the digital UCC are as follows:

(i) Support of different formats of CCD chips;

(ii) flexible regulation of the CCD working modes by software:

(a) exposure time, 1 ms–5000 s;

(b) stare mode;

(c) drift scan mode;

(d) read-out frequency of output register, 50 kHz;

(e) minimal discretization of time transfer for a single line under drift-scan mode,

750 ns;

(f) frequency transfer number, 4� 10�9;

(g) gain range, 10–2550.

The software, written in PASCAL, includes the procedures of operating, viewing and pro-

cessing of the signal.

Two UCCs for the AMC were made at NAO based on the ISD 017AP (‘Electron-Optronic’

Research & Production Company) and FPPZ-13M (‘Electron’ National Research Institute).

Later, the same UCCs were installed into the zone astrograph at NAO (Ivantsov et al., 2000)

and the meridian axial circle of the Main Astronomical Observatory, National Academy

of Sciences of Ukraine, and the Astronomical Observatory, Kiev National University

(Lazorenko et al., 2001). At present all these UCCs are used for regular observation.

3.1.2 Observation Programmes at the AMC (Completed, Running and Scheduled)

These are as follows.

(i) From 1996 to 1998, observations of intermediate reference stars in the 12–15 magni-

tude range in selected areas near 190 extragalactic radio sources were made. The stars

from the USNO-A2.0 catalogues, HC and TC, were used in the observations list. The

AMC catalogue was presented in 2000. It contains 14 400 stars with accuracy

ea cos d ¼ �000:07ðsec ZÞ0:20 (magnitude-7)0.43; ed ¼ �000:09ðsec ZÞ0:10 (magnitude-

7)0.31. The catalogue is available at http:==www.mao.nikolaev.ua=ARC=amc1b.zip.

(ii) Observations of the selected minor planets were made according to the list of the

Applied Astronomy Institute (St Petersburg).

(iii) Observations of the bright ERS up to magnitude 16 were made in order to specify the

connection between optical coordinate reference frame HCRF and radio coordinate

reference frame ICRF; the second epoch of the observations of the intermediate

reference stars from the AMC catalogue, were also obtained.

(iv) Observations were carried out for the extension and confirmation of the Hipparcos

catalogue.

(v) Large astrometrical calibration areas were created in the selected fields of the celestial

sphere.

(vi) Observations of the Solar System objects were carried out:

(a) observations for determination of masses of selected asteroids;

(b) observations of selected minor planets for determination and refinement of their

orbital parameters;

(c) observations of bright near-Earth orbit NEO asteroids approaching the Earth, for

determination of their position and magnitudes;

(d) long-term observations of outer planets and the majority of their satellites in the

ICRF system for improvement in their ephemerides.

(vii) Long-term observations of the variable stars were made.

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COLLABORATION 783
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3.2 The Russian–Turkish Telescope (RTT150)

The 1.5 m telescope RTT150 was manufactured by the well-known optical–mechanical com-

pany Lomo (St Petersburg) in 1995 (Gumerov et al., 1999). By 1998, work on the telescope’s

assembly and installation in Antalya, Turkey, was completed in the framework of the

Cooperation Agreement between the Kazan State University (KSU), the Space Research

Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences (SRI RAS), and the Turkish National Observatory.

The optical scheme of the well-known CIS telescope of AZT-22 type has a set of the optical

schemes (F=3, F=8 and F=16 for the Cassegrain focus and F=48 for the Cude focus). In addi-

tion, the telescope is equipped with two guides, namely Ritchey–Chretien telescopes with

mirrors of 360 mm diameter, which can be used independently. The full FOV in the

Ritchey–Chretien variant with the corrector installation is 800 (300 mm). For the small fields

limited by the CCD size a corrector is not necessary.

The telescope is equipped with a PC control system developed at KSU and SRI RAS

which allows observation to be performed in two modes:

(i) batch mode, when the list of objects (coordinates, start of exposure and exposure time)

is prepared in advance and loaded into the control PC for further orientation of the

telescope;

(ii) via the remote terminal (PC), connected with the control PC (and with the Internet) via a

local network.

The telescope is equipped with an ST8 CCD camera (from SBIG, USA) for comparatively

short exposures (up to 10 min). For extended exposure times the new digital CCD camera

DinaCam with liquid-nitrogen CCD cooling is used. This camera was developed in the

advanced research laboratory headed by Dr S. Markelov of the Special Astrophysical

Russian Academy of Sciences. In addition to the extreme noise figures, the camera provides

several modes of the charge storage: stare mode, drift scan, forward–backward and their com-

bination. The last feature provides new possibilities for the connection of investigated objects

with the reference objects.

Table III demonstrates the performance characteristics of the DinaCam CCD camera

equipped with the ISD-017AP CCD. It is planned to use this camera for observation of

faint objects with the RTT150.

The main task of the RTT150 telescope is astrophysical research: observations of

far objects (quasars, galaxies and clastersions, micro-lensing objects, etc.), near galaxies

and objects in Milky Way. The astrometry programme includes observations of the ERS

optical counterparts and stars around them for refinement of the connection between optical

and radio coordinate systems. Observations of minor objects in the solar system

(of 16–21 magnitude) is also scheduled: selected minor planets and asteroids,

including trans-Neptunian objects with the aim of determining their positions, masses and

spectrum.

3.3 Zeiss-600 Telescope

In January 2002, the Zeiss-600 telescope (main mirror diameter, 600 mm; equivalent focus,

7500 mm; Cassegrain focus FOV, 200; secondary mirror diameter, 183 mm) of the

Andrushivka Astronomical Observatory was equipped with the S1C CCD camera. In

February–March of the same year, test observations of selected astronomical objects began

with the goal of obtaining their coordinate and photometric parameters (Ivaschenko et al.,

2001). The MIDAS=ROMAFOT software package is used for image processing. In the pre-

sent author’s opinion, the preliminary test results have proved that star images of up to 21

784 G. I. VISHNEVSKY et al.
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magnitude can be obtained with a 10 min exposure time. The expected accuracies of the sin-

gle determination of position and photometry are about 0.0005 and 0.04 respectively.

Realization of the Vilnius variant of the symmetrical photometric system is planned to deter-

mine the parameters of celestial objects.

3.4 Quantum-Optical System Sazhen-S

The QOS Sazhen-S is intended for high-accuracy measurements of (Mironenko et al., 2001)

the following:

(i) inclined range for space vehicles (SVs) equipped with an angle reflector by the time-

pulse technique;

(ii) angular coordinates of the SV measurements corresponding to the reference stars (by the

respective technique) for further recalculation in the required coordinate systems;

(iii) SV photometry characteristics in the optical wavelength range.

The inclined range measurement mode for the SV is the main operational regime of the

QOS Sazhen-S during its performance, as it allows ballistic and navigation tasks to be

performed with the required accuracy.

In the course of the current modernization of the QOS Sazhen-S an upgrade of the system

with the advanced instruments is being carried out, with the goal of providing multifunctional

usage, including near-Earth space control, investigations of space debris problems, observa-

tions of Solar System minor objects, and research of the approach of NEO asteroids to the

Earth.

TABLE III Characteristics of the DinaCam CCD Camera.

Parameter Value

ADC quant, e�=ADU
Output channel A

Gain, 1
Gain, 4

Output channel B
Gain, 1
Gain, 4

3.33
0.82

3.06
0.75

Read-out noise, e�

Output channel A
Gain, 1
Gain, 4

6.30
3.80

Output channel B
Gain, 1
Gain, 4

6.70
3.80

Full charge, e� 165 000
Dynamic range

Gain, 1
Gain, 4

28 000
10 000

Dark current, e�=s� pixel 0.001

Charge transfer efficiency (per one transfer)
Output channel A

In register
In image section

Output channel B
In register
In image section

0.999 88
0.999 95

0.999 89
0.999 95
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The QOS Sazhen-S consists of the following subsystems:

(i) astronomical mirror telescope (D¼ 500 mm; F¼ 8200 mm);

(ii) pavilion and support-rotating system;

(iii) driving system;

(iv) inclined range measurement system;

(v) set-up for the observations of near-Earth space objects: recording television camera and

rotation platform (NAO) and digital CCD camera S1C (‘Electron-Optronic’ Research &

Production Company);

(vi) control–computer centre.

4 CONCLUSION

(i) At present, the ‘Electron-Optronic’ Research & Production Company is the only

manufacturer of CCD image sensors and high-performance digital CCD cameras for a

wide range of scientific and applied tasks at CIS.

(ii) When the performance level of the CCD devices and CCD cameras from this company is

evaluated according to the totality of the performance characteristics (accuracy, sensi-

tivity, reliability, price, etc.), these instruments are competitive with similar instruments

worldwide, which makes it possible for Russian and Ukranian astronomers to participate

in advanced research projects in astrophysics, positional and near-Earth astronomy.

(iii) The scientific and technical cooperation between the manufacturers and astronomical

observatories has proveed how efficient this can be for a sample of different telescopes

equipped with advanced CCD cameras.
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